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“

Coming together is the beginning.
Keeping together is progress.
Working together is success.
- Henry Ford
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"I am very conﬁdent that Exyte
will continue its success path
in APAC. Hundreds of realized
projects stand for our customer
proximity. We have a clear
roadmap to drive a sustainable
and diversiﬁed growth.”

It is not only the Exyte Group that has a long
history as a leading global design, engineering
and construction company for high-tech
facilities, plants and factories – in 2019, Exyte
in the Asia-Paciﬁc region also counts 30 years
of successful business.

With that in mind, we will continue to invest in
APAC in order to support our customers and
to strengthen our excellent market position
and achieve our ambitious goals. We are doing
this by combining our international reputation
and our aspiration to be a “local company”.

During this time, APAC has grown to become
our organization’s biggest region of revenue.
In 2018, it accounted for more than 50% of
revenue. Five of our top ten customers are
Asian companies. That deserves big applause
and ovation!

Our network of experts with more than 3,000
employees in APAC with proven commitment
and sincerity has gained recognition and built
a foundation of trust in the industry. We are
dedicated to the continuous development of
an engaged and talented workforce to enable
future success.

Exyte entered the market in 1989, when it
successfully completed its ﬁrst large project
in Asia: the construction of a semiconductor
plant in Taiwan for one of the world's leading
semiconductor manufacturers. Today, Exyte
is represented in Mainland China, Malaysia,
Singapore, Taiwan and Vietnam,
implementing projects in the region across
its three core business activities: Advanced
Technology Facilities (mainly semiconductors),
Life Sciences and Chemicals as well as
Data Center.
I am very conﬁdent that Exyte will continue
its success path in APAC. Hundreds of
realized projects stand for our customer
proximity. We have a clear roadmap to drive
a sustainable and diversiﬁed growth.
We have grown from the sector of advanced
technology facilities and now target the life
sciences and data center industries. With
success: We are pleased to announce the
recent award of the ﬁrst hyperscale
datacenter in a multi-phase data center
project in Taiwan.

I myself have done business in China for many
years and gained a personal connection to
this country. Exyte in APAC can be very
conﬁdent to have a compelling proposition for
Chinese customers. I am convinced by the
market potential of the APAC region and our
strategy based on key trends and
growth-drivers such as growing population,
digitization, artiﬁcial intelligence and big data.
Again, my sincere congratulations to
everyone involved on this journey and my best
wishes for many more years to come.

This year, as we celebrate three decades
of Exyte’s presence in Asia, I look back in
awe at how we began and what we have
accomplished over the last 30 years.
Asia was uncharted territory to the
Stuttgart-based Exyte (then known as
Meissner + Wurst) when it was awarded
a project to build a fab in Hsinchu, Taiwan
30 years ago. We started with four site
supervisors in Hsinchu who relied on a fax
machine for communication and data transfer
with the team in Germany. It is remarkable
that in the days before mobile phones, the
World Wide Web, laptops and emails, the
team was able to deliver the Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing Company
(TSMC) facility within a year instead of closer
to the two years it would then usually take.
30 years on, Exyte APAC has grown from
strength to strength. Today, we operate
across Asia oﬀering the full spectrum of
services from consulting, design, engineering,
construction to validation and qualiﬁcation.
With a staﬀ strength of 3,000 employees,
where more than 60% are in engineering,
construction and project management roles,
we have the capabilities to tailor-make
solutions for each technically demanding
challenge and to deliver the largest, most
complex turnkey projects safely for our clients.
Backed by a strong heritage of engineering
expertise, more than a century of experience
and our unyielding commitment to excellence,
we have developed an outstanding record
of accomplishment and thereby earned the
long-standing trust of clients across Asia.
We have delivered hundreds of successful
projects for a stable and growing portfolio
of clients throughout the APAC region. These
clients are too numerous to name here and
extend deeply into our three main markets of
Advanced Technology Facilities (ATF), Life Sciences
and Chemicals (LSC) and Data Centers (DTC).
To our clients: We thank you for your
conﬁdence and trust in our abilities to help

you achieve your goals while always
challenging us to deliver better and more
sophisticated next-generation technology
facilities. We are very proud and honoured
to be working with you to shape your
development in Asia.
To our partners: Many of you have walked
alongside us for years as together we
soldiered from one project to another. We are
especially appreciative that you share Exyte’s
values in business practices, quality and
safety. Your commitment to Exyte over the
years of partnership has contributed to our
mutual success.
To our employees: As we celebrate our
30th anniversary in Asia, I feel a great sense
of pride and appreciation for the opportunity
to work with a talented, committed and
trustworthy team who continue to deliver
world class work – on time, on budget and
most importantly, safely. Our people are our
greatest assets and the safety of our people
is a priority. My professional obligation and
personal commitment to you is to do my best
to ensure an injury free workplace where
everyone, including you, goes home safe
everyday.

Mark Garvey
President, Exyte Asia-Paciﬁc

"You have contributed to our
achievements and every one
of you, regardless of your role,
is instrumental to ensure we
deliver ongoing success for
Exyte and our clients. From
the strong foundation set, we
will build a strong future for
Exyte APAC.”

I am heartened to see friendships and families
grow with the company while at the same
time, we attract, retain and develop an
exceptionally talented pool of employees who
share our same values and beliefs about the
business. We embrace cultural diversity and
ﬁnd strength in the richness of experience
and expertise amongst us. You have
contributed to our achievements and every
one of you, regardless of your role, is
instrumental to ensure we deliver ongoing
success for Exyte and our clients. From the
strong foundation set, we will build a strong
future for Exyte APAC.
On behalf of Exyte, I thank our clients,
partners and employees for 30 years of
mutual success, and look forward to building
a safe and prosperous future together.
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H
ISTORY
OF OUR GROWTH
From our origins in Stuttgart, Germany where we laid the
ﬁrst cornerstone, Exyte has evolved to become a global
company, with operations in more than 20 countries today.
Through the years, we have established a dedicated team
of in-house experts in design, engineering, and construction
who have delivered many of the world’s most challenging
and technically demanding facilities.
Follow our milestones in Asia and imagine the future with us.
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Venturing into Asia

The evolution:
Meissner + Wurst to Exyte
Founded in 1912 and named after its
founders Karl Meissner and Paul Wurst, the
company was called Meissner and Wurst in
its early days. In the late 1990s, it merged
with Zander Klimatechnik to form M+W
Zander, and in 2008, it was acquired by the
Stumpf Group and became M+W Group. In
2018, all core activities of M+W Group were
organized under the new company name
'Exyte' – reﬂecting the company’s
forward-thinking strategy and future ahead.

Air extraction equipment in a carpentry workshop.

Exyte’s entry into the Asia market can be
described as a serendipitous encounter.
In 1989, Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing
Company (TSMC), Taiwan's leading
semiconductor manufacturer, wanted to build
a second facility equipped with a cleanroom something that no Taiwanese company was
capable of doing at that time. TSMC’s then
Chief Operating Oﬃcer, Klaus Wiemer, recalls,
“There was a prejudice that only the Japanese
could build cleanrooms and the Taiwanese
clients wanted to build only with them.”
However, Wiemer recalled his encounter with
Exyte in Germany and how impressed he was
with the ﬁrst Class 10 cleanroom built for
Siemens in Villach, Austria.
“The cleanroom was diﬀerent, and I liked the
quality, as everything looked so solid. The
Exyte team were continuously doing dust
measurements. They almost overdid it,”
Wiemer recalls. With this in mind, Wiemer
invited Exyte to Taiwan to pitch for the project.

Two other companies from Japan and the
United States were also invited to present. All
the presenters were asked to bring a design
concept proposal; however, only Exyte
presented a concept. "They didn't have just
one design proposal, they had several," says
Wiemer.
Taiwan as “terra incognita”
The inquiry from TSMC came as a pleasant
surprise to the Exyte team back in Stuttgart,
Germany. Up until then, Exyte had only been
working in Europe and considered Taiwan as
“terra incognita” (unknown land). Though
faced with prejudice and uncertainty in the
uncharted territory, the project team of
Juergen Giesmann (the salesman),
Helmut Laub (project manager with years of
experience as systems engineer), and
Dr. Rudolf Simon (the technologist) decided
to make a trip to Asia.

Venturing into Asia

The Right People for the Job
After the presentation at TSMC, the team
from Stuttgart were uncertain of what their
Taiwanese clients thought of them. The team
recalls, “They didn't show any reaction,
oﬀered no criticism, didn't say ‘no’ even once,
and only asked critical questions.”
"The next day, the phone rang and Wiemer
was on the line with Simon. "Mr. Simon, we
think you are the right people for the job. Can
you come by tomorrow?" From uncertainty to
clinching the ﬁrst project in Asia, the Exyte
team built TSMC’s Fab 2 facility and
cleanroom in exactly one year (it was half the
time what other contractors would take).
Exyte leveraged on the foundry concept a new SMIF technology[1] at that time for the

project, which made it possible to use small
local cleanrooms in very large production
systems and made Exyte instantly renowned
in the world of cleanroom technology.
Following the ﬁrst project, TSMC has
continued its collaboration with Exyte to
this day - 30 years later - and together
delivered many other fabs in Asia.
What made it tick for Exyte at the presentation?
It was the team’s right balance of technical
expertise, agility to adapt and conﬁdence that
gave TSMC the assurance.

[1]Standard Mechanical Interface. Technology owned by Asyst, a USA company and

provider of the SMIF technology developed by Hewlett-Packard.

Engineers at the drawing board in the 1970s
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MILESTONES IN ASIA
GROWING FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH

Since its ﬁrst project in Taiwan in 1989, Exyte has grown from strength to strength across the Asia
region. In the last three decades, the company has built facilities for numerous clients in industries
such as Semiconductor, Pharmaceuticals, Biotech, Food and Nutrition and Data Center. We are
proud to have enabled our clients to pursue their own milestones, and to progress with the
changing economic times and advancement in technologies.

2007

1999
Successfully completed the
ﬁrst project in Malaysia for
X-Fab, formerly known as
First Silicon. Scope included
design and build for the
entire site.

1989
First project in Asia was
completed for Taiwan
Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company
(TSMC) in Hsinchu, Taiwan

Successfully delivered the
ﬁrst photovoltaic project in
Malaysia with First Solar

Embarked on a ﬁve-phase
greenﬁeld masterplan project
with Boehringer Ingelheim in
Mainland China to build a
state-of-the-art animal vaccine
manufacturing facility

2005
Successfully completed
the ﬁrst fab in Malaysia for
Inﬁneon (200mm Logic IC
Power Fab).

1997

2009

Awarded the ﬁrst ﬂat
panel project in Taiwan for
AU Optronics
Corporation (AUO)

2009
Completed the cell and
module plants for the ﬁrst
integrated solar cell
manufacturing facility in
Singapore

2001
Successfully delivered the
ﬁrst project in Mainland China
for large semiconductor
foundry, Semiconductor
Manufacturing International
Corporation (SMIC)

1912

1998

Karl Meissner and Paul Wurst
(Meissner and Wurst)
founded the company in
Stuttgart, Germany, ﬁling
their ﬁrst patent for a wood
chip extractor

Known previously as
Meissner+Wurst, the
company underwent
a merger, and was
called M+W Zander

1992
Successfully completed the
ﬁrst project in Singapore for
TECH-1

2008
2006
Awarded the design
and build of the ﬁrst
300mm ﬂash memory
fab in Singapore for a
global client

M+W was acquired
by Stumpf Group
and was rebranded
to M+W Group

2019
Delivered a thin ﬁlm
photovoltaic module
manufacturing plant in
Vietnam for First Solar

2018

2013

Awarded the largest project
in the history of the company
to deliver an extended facility
in Singapore for a large global
semiconductor client

Awarded the
Economic
Development
Contribution Award
by the Shanghai
Changning District
Government
in Mainland China

2018

2019

Known formerly as
M+W Group, the
company was
rebranded as Exyte

Awarded "Excellent
Supplier of the
Year" by HLMC in
Mainland Chinaina.

2015
Successful completion
of a consumer care
production facility in Vietnam

2010
Completed the design and
build of a seven-storey
co-location data center in
Singapore for Digital Realty

2019
Successfully completed a
300mm advanced production
line 45 days ahead of
schedule for Shanghai Huali
Microelectronics Corporation
(HLMC) in Mainland China

2019
APAC celebrates its
30 years in the region

2014
Completed the design and
build of state-of-the-art
nutritional manufacturing
facility for Mead Johnson
Nutritional in Singapore

2011
Completed the ﬁrst project in
Vietnam for B.Braun’s medical
device manufacturing facility

2017

2018

Awarded the Grade A
General Contractors
License in Mainland China,
making us the only global
company serving the
semiconductor and life
sciences markets to hold
both Grade A Building
Project General
Contractor License and
Grade A Mechanical &
Electrical Project General
Contractor License

Awarded "Best Wellness
Employee” at the Asia Best
Workplace (Mainland China)
2018 Awards, by AIA and
HRoot
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S
TORIES
FROM ACROSS ASIA

In the 30 years since Exyte set foot in Asia, we have grown from
strength to strength. We attribute our success to the focus, dedication
and eﬀort of our team members, as well as the trust and support from
valued clients and partners.
In this section, we bring you the stories of a few from among many who
have contributed to our progress through the years.

Vietnam

Malaysia

Singapore

5

Locations

Around

3,000
Mainland
China

Highly experienced and
motivated employees

More than

60%
Taiwan

of skilled employees
in engineering, project and
construction management

344,000
Square meters

Gross ﬂoor area of the largest
project in the history of Exyte
globally

8,000
Workers

Largest number of workers
present at our project site
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First Project in Asia

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing
Company, Taiwan
Exyte completed the design and build of
TSMC’s (Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing
Company) second major semiconductor
manufacturing facility in 1989. It was a
milestone for TSMC and at the same time for
Exyte as it marked the beginning of Exyte’s
presence in Asia. The construction of the
facility leveraged on new technologies for fab
construction and received widespread
industry recognition.
Exyte is honoured to have built for one of the
largest integrated circuits foundry in the

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company, Taiwan

world, and is proud to say that it has been
alongside the growth journey of TSMC as
much as they have been with Exyte's. It has
built numerous fabs for TSMC in the north and
south of Taiwan.
Leveraging its early experiences in the ﬁeld,
Exyte has emerged to become the world’s
leading EPC/EPCM company and partner
to the top 20 semiconductor manufacturers
worldwide.

Advanced Technology Facilities

Building On
Technology And
Innovation
Through the years, Exyte has cemented
its leadership position in the building of
various advanced technology facilities in
semiconductors, ﬂat panel displays,
photovoltaics and batteries. With Asia being
a rising industrial manufacturing powerhouse,
Exyte has been called upon to build many
major facilities in this region.

First Solar, Vietnam
In Vietnam, Exyte delivered one of the
largest thin ﬁlm photovoltaic module
manufacturing plants for First Solar; executing
the project from site evaluation and master
planning, concept design, all through to
project management, construction and
commissioning of the facility. The site
occupies over 42 hectares, and is located
at the Dong Nam Industrial Park.

First Solar, Vietnam

AUO, Taiwan
For over two decades, Exyte has been the
EPC/EPCM partner of choice to large ﬂat
panel display (FPD) manufacturers worldwide.
It oﬀers advanced FPD manufacturing
capabilities built for the future of the ﬂat panel
display market.
Huali Microelectronics Corporation, Mainland China

HLMC, Mainland China
Exyte’s ﬁve-decade long experience in
cleanroom technology globally makes it the
go-to supplier for many semiconductor
manufacturers worldwide. In Mainland China,
Exyte designed and built Shanghai Huali
Microelectronics Corporation’s (HLMC)
cleanroom facilities for their water fabs.

A long-standing client since 1997 is AU
Optronics Corporation (AUO) in Taiwan.
Exyte has built more than 1 million square
meters of cleanroom area for AUO. The fabs
at AUO have also won a number of accolades,
including LEED Gold for AUO Taichung Fab,
Platinum for AUO Houli Gen 8.5 Fab and also
clinching the ﬁrst Platinum LEED Green Fab
in the world.

AU Optronics Corporation (AUO), Taiwan
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Life Sciences & Specialty Chemicals Facilities

Growing Our
Presence in Life
Sciences and
Specialty Chemicals
With our global network of biotech experts,
leading safety metrics and in-depth
understanding of regulatory aﬀairs, Exyte has
a good track record of realizing turnkey
projects for the pharmaceutical, biotech,
food, nutrition and beverage industries.

Mead Johnson
Nutritional, Singapore
In 2014, Exyte completed the construction of
an integrated nutritional bulk production
facility for Mead Johnson Nutritional in
Singapore. The project includes master
planning, detailed design, construction and
commissioning for the facility.

Mead Johnson Nutritional, Singapore

Conﬁdential Client, Malaysia

Boehringer Ingelheim Animal Health Nanchang Project,
Mainland China

Conﬁdential Client,
Malaysia

Boehringer Ingelheim,
Mainland China

Exyte has proven experience in Specialty
Chemicals from ﬁt-for-purpose to state of
the art complex facilities for food additives,
agro chemicals and biotech. The most recent
being a greenﬁeld site for the world’s ﬁrst
bio-based crude Dodecanedioic Acid (DDDA)
facility in Johor, Malaysia. When completed,
the facility will leverage fermentation
technology with plant-based feedstocks to
produce a variety of commercial diacids.

In Mainland China, Exyte has been supporting
Boehringer Ingelheim with the build-out
and expansion of its Animal Vaccine
Manufacturing Facility in Nanchang since
2009. An ongoing project, the animal vaccine
manufacturing facility is part of a greenﬁeld
masterplan and the extensive construction
is held across ﬁve phases.

Data Center

Mundipharma, Singapore

Mundipharma,
Singapore
Exyte completed the design and build of the
greenﬁeld pharmaceutical project for
Mundipharma in Singapore. Aside from an
oﬃce space and warehouse, the three-storey
7,000 square meter facility also comprise
an R&D pilot plant and lab, and a single-use
ISO8 pharmaceutical grade cleanroom that
is designed to manufacture BETADINE®
antiseptic products. The facility has been in
operations since late 2018.

Infrastructure For
A Digital Future
With increasing digitalisation, data centres
have become an important component of
the global digital infrastructure and economy.
For over twenty years, Exyte has extended its
engineering and construction know-how in
delivering highly eﬃcient facilities to data
centers around the globe.

Digital Realty, Singapore

Digital Realty, Singapore
In Singapore, Exyte completed the building of the greenﬁeld Co-Location Data Center in Jurong
East for Digital Realty in 2010. The seven-storey center was designed and built through a deep
understanding of the client's needs. With over 29,000 square meters in size, the building has
earned itself a 'Greenmark Platinum' title for its environmentally friendly site.
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Our Partners

JXXY team at a morning safety brieﬁng on a project site.

Partnership for
Success
Through the years, Exyte has built up a network
of partners to work with us in the building and
construction of the high tech facilities of
tomorrow. We believe in working collaboratively
with these partners – by helping them to
understand our culture of excellence and
to enable them to contribute to our mutual
success.

JXXY, Mainland China
One key partner who has supported Exyte in
the China market since 2005 is Jiangxi Xin Yi
Construction Co., Ltd. (JXXY). From small
projects in the beginning, the relationship
between the two companies deepened and
extended across projects in various sectors
including semiconductors and life sciences.
Through 15 years of cooperation, JXXY has
earned the conﬁdence of Exyte and become

a trusted supplier on many of its projects.
A key reason for this, as shared by Li Gang,
Vice President of JXXY, is that JXXY has
embraced and embedded Exyte’s safety
culture within its own company.
“We started working with Exyte in 2005, and
we knew from the beginning that in order for
JXXY to become a long-term supplier to Exyte,
we would have to adopt Exyte’s safety beliefs
and standards. ” shared Li. Today, JXXY takes
prides that its safety performance is
recognized by Exyte and many of its other
clients too.

Our Employees

Our People
At the heart of Exyte’s success and growth is our people. Today, we have 5,600 employees globally
and over 3,000 of them reside in Asia. Our common principles and values guide our decisions, and
ensure that we are focused on solving our clients’ most complex problems in the way we work.
With our in-house expertise in design, engineering and project management, the team has
delivered numerous projects across a variety of industries, including semiconductors, life sciences
and biotech, specialty chemicals and data centers.
For over three decades, the extraordinary individuals we have in the organisation have contributed
to this huge success of Exyte APAC. We present to you a few of many employees from our region.
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Our Employees

Our Pioneers in Asia:
A Legacy of Excellence
1989 marked the beginning of our journey
in Asia - it was the year we successfully
completed our ﬁrst project here. Much
credit can be given to the pioneer team
involved in the successful delivery of Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing Company
(TSMC) second fab in Hsinchu, Taiwan.
Three of the members from the pioneer
team who are still with Exyte, share their
fond memories of the early years.
From left to right: Moby, Gerhard and Henry celebrating the company’s 20th anniversary.

Henry Liu, Construction Supervisor at Exyte
Taiwan recalls that there were only four
employees when he joined Meissner + Wurst
as a site supervisor. While the team was small
in the early days, there was a strong sense of
camaraderie and purpose that drove the
pioneering batch.
“We came from diﬀerent countries and spoke
diﬀerent languages, but we worked well
together and focused on delivering the best
for our client,” said Henry. United by their
passion for engineering and determination to
succeed, their relationship transcended
nationalities and overcame cultural and
language barriers.
The cohesive team spirit also made up for the
lack of communication technology. The team
in Taiwan had to work closely with the team in
Germany. The teams relied on the fax
machine, analogue modems, ﬂoppy disks and
pagers for communication and data transfer
of detailed cleanroom designs, project
management plans and construction
schedules. Unimaginable to many of us today
but at the time, the team was not daunted.
“Technology should not come in the way of
staying focused and being committed, and

that was how we did it then,” shares Gerhard
Horn, Commissioning Engineer at Exyte
Taiwan. Drawn by the prospect of working
abroad, he took on a one-year assignment to
participate in the TSMC project. Now 30 years
on and many projects later, Taiwan is home.
Fellow colleague Moby Lin who joined in 1990
as site supervisor, shared how proud he was
working for the multinational company. In the
1980s when Exyte came to Taiwan, it brought
with it the technology and expertise that was
ahead of many local companies.
“There was a common industry saying then
that it is very diﬃcult to deliver a cleanroom.
Over the 30 years with the company, I am
proud that I have participated in the delivery of
various cleanroom engineering systems and
delivered many great fabs that are well-known
in Taiwan,” said Moby.
Today, the trio are involved in various projects
spread across the island. Beyond their
friendship of 30 years, a common thread
binds them: their unwavering commitment
to excellence in everything they do.
And their quiet sense of pride.

Our Employees

Kai Stohrer is another long-time employee
who has seen the progress of the company,
as much as the company has seen his. He
moved from Germany to Asia in 2005 to lead
the ﬁrst project in Malaysia for a large
semiconductor client. He has been in
Malaysia since.

Celebrating Diversity, United
By Common Values
With our vast networks and presence
globally, we have a diverse and international
pool of people from diﬀerent cultural and
professional backgrounds who are well

In the 26 years with the company, Kai has
seen how work has evolved, but admitted
that whether it was a decade ago where
technology was limited, or in today’s digital
age, one thing stood the test of time –
our people.

assimilated to our local markets. The
diversity enriches us and elevates our
expertise, and our common values and
beliefs unite us as oneCOMPANY.
Lily Ma, Project Manager, Senior Commercial Manager
Exyte China

Attracted by the company’s multinational
culture, Lily Ma joined us in 1996. She began
as a Project Management assistant for a
project with a lean team, but that gave her the
opportunity to step up and play multiple roles.
Today, she has progressed far in her career –
she is well regarded by the clients, and is a
prominent ﬁgure at the project sites.
While the industry has traditionally been
male-dominated, Lily does not feel this has
held her back in her career progression. She
points out that women employees at Exyte do
hold important positions and are able to bring
their distinct strengths to the teams.

“Building a facility is not a one-man task; it is
the collective eﬀort of a huge team of people
across various disciplines, functions and roles.
We will have to stick together until the project
is delivered. There will be a lot of ‘blood, sweat,
and tears’ but whenever we achieve our
milestones, we will also celebrate those
moments,” says Kai.
For Kai, the chance to set foot in Asia was one
of his best as he enjoys the multiculturalism
and the dynamism of the teams at work. He
acknowledges that it is the team who has
helped made his achievement today possible.
“Alone we can do so little, together we can do
so much. To me, that is esprit de corps.”

To Lily, Exyte has inﬂuenced her in many ways
– whether it is mentors who have guided her
or fellow colleagues who have been with her
through “thick and thin” – they were part of
her success. And she wants to pay it forward.
“I want to ensure the teams I lead today feel
motivated and receive the appropriate
development opportunities in order for them
to grow in their own careers. Success comes
when the team collaborates well and remains
united despite challenges in their way.”
Kai Stohrer, Senior Commercial Manager
Exyte Malaysia
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Our Employees

Commitment to Service
Excellence for our Clients
With almost two-thirds of our staﬀ strength
in engineering, construction and project
management roles, Exyte has the
capabilities to tailor-make solutions and to
deliver large and complex turnkey projects,
for the full spectrum of services that range
from consulting, design, engineering,
construction, through to commissioning.

From left to right: Bruce Blanckley, Bill Lorance, Dr. Kuncha V Channakeshava and Richard Habin

Consulting
& Planning

Engineering
& Design

Project &
Construction
Management

Equipment
& Service

Commissioning,
Qualiﬁcation
& Validation

Exyte’s full spectrum of services

Over the years, we have built a strong and
highly experienced team of in-house experts
from all key disciplines, who lay a strong
foundation to delivering integrated high
technology and / or turnkey solutions for our
clients.
In the design and construction of facilities, the
concept design phase is a critical stage that
allows Exyte and its clients to explore and
reﬁne solutions that meet project requirements.
We carefully evaluate these concepts for
feasibility in terms of cost and schedule.
Our cross-disciplinary regional Concept
Development Team based in Singapore,
comprises a core team of specialists from
disciplines including architecture, civil and
structural, mechanical, electrical, process and
industrial engineering.

Through cross-disciplinary eﬀort, we work
as a team to ensure we meet the clients’
requirements, deliver the projects safely, on
budget and on time.
Four senior members of the team share how
they work together to develop concepts for
our customers.
Bill Lorance, Head of Concept Development
(Architecture) shared that the experience of
the team, as well as its alignment with client
needs, is a key strength. “Whether for master
planning or for site planning, it always begins
with architecture. A key factor is to ensure
that all elements are well coordinated and
managed across the diﬀerent disciplines. We
have had many successes because our team
understands our clients’ needs, and we have
been able to deliver with speed to market.”

Our Employees

In many technically complex projects, it is
vital to gain an in-depth understanding of
the requirements of the client and the local
authority. Dr. Kuncha V Channakeshava,
Head of Concept Development, (Civil and
Structural) highlighted, “A structurally safe
building, with the required load carrying
capacity and serviceability requirements met,
are essential for all projects. Also, integrating
micro-vibration performance into the design is
often a critical requirement. Our qualiﬁed and
experienced teams have been able to advise
and deliver the best solutions for our clients.”
In all facility designs, mechanical systems are
a key part of the concept development plan.
In alignment with the increasing international
focus on sustainability, it is essential to keep
updated on technical innovation that
optimizes facility eﬃcacy. Richard Habin,
Head of Concept Development (Mechanical)
highlighted, “These high-tech facilities
consume huge amounts of energy and it is
important to conceptualise and implement
viable energy eﬃcient and sustainable
solutions into our designs.”
Many of the facilities rely on high-voltage
electrical supplies to operate. Bruce
Blanckley, Head of Concept Development
(Electrical) shared that ensuring safe and
reliable operations and secure electrical
supply align with our clients expectations.
“Our client’s facilities operate with
high-voltage systems and it is important that
our electrical engineers are familiar with the
code requirements. Ultimately, we want to
deliver an electrical system that allows the
facility to operate eﬃciently and safely.”

Every Role Is Critical
to Our Client’s
Success

Maheswaran Nair, Engineering- Process
Manager from Exyte China is one such
employee whose technical expertise and
three decade-long experience have been able
to help deliver many successful projects for
some of the largest semiconductor clients in
Mainland China.
“Ultrapure water (UPW) and Industrial
Wastewater Systems (IWS) are considered as
critical process supply systems in Advance
Technology Facilities such as Semiconductor
Fab. I am proud to be able to use my
competences to participate in the design
and build of many large scale fabs and solve
complex problems during the execution of
these projects.”

Maheswaran Nair, Department Manager, Engineering – Process
Exyte China

Exyte is globally renowned for being a pioneer
in creating ultra-pure atmospheres for
cleanrooms and process facility systems.
With more than 50 years of experience in
controlled and regulated environments, we
work with clients to ensure that their
manufacturing processes are safe, clean,
eﬃcient and environmentally friendly.

Our clients often challenge us with project
requirements that are technically demanding.
However, our in-house experts are never
daunted by these challenges. We work closely
with each client to understand the process,
identify the right technology and challenge
ourselves to implement solutions that are
safer, faster and more cost eﬀective. We
constantly strive for excellence through the
right blend of experience and expertise in
our people.

Over two decades of working together, the
team has developed a strong chemistry that
has gained the trust of our clients and the
respect of their colleagues.
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Our Employees

Safety for the Brotherhood
Here at Exyte, we have a unique approach
to Safety – it is not just about the tasks and
checklists, it is a cultural imperative. To us,
safety is also about creating emotional
commitment, active engagement and
having the courage to drive excellence along
with our Incident-Free Workplace program.
Whether for our colleagues, suppliers,
subcontractors or clients, we practice and
behave with Safety in mind. We take care
of one another so that everyone goes home
safely, every day.

Brothers Ferros (left) and Fareed (right) at work

Muhammed Ferros and Mohamed Fareed are
two of the many employees who put safety at
the heart of everything that they do; what
diﬀerentiates them from the rest is that –
they are also brothers in real-life.
As the Country Safety, Health & Environment
(SHE) Lead in Singapore, Fareed is responsible
for overseeing safety across all oﬃces and job
sites in Singapore. “Our commitment to
safety permeates through the organisation
and is evident in how we value it at the
workplace. Personally, I would also like that we
bring this behaviour back home to our families.”
The company’s commitment and Fareed’s
belief in safety were a few reasons he
recommended his brother Muhammed Ferros
to join Exyte. With the company’s huge focus
on safety, he trusts that his brother will be in
good hands, even while working at the job site.

Muhammed Ferros, is the Mechanical
Supervisor at one of our client’s job site and
joined Exyte over a year ago. He holds the
responsibility of preparing the Method of
Statement and Risk Assessment
documentation for heavy lifting works at the
job site. He also makes sure the job site is safe
and ensures that the sub-contractors and
workers are adhering to safety standards and
regulations.
“Nothing is more important to me than
ensuring that the teams at our job sites are
working under safe conditions.”
To them, safety is more than what is practiced
at work or at the job site. It is ensuring the
safety of the brotherhood – between them
and with all the people they work with.

Our Employees

employer. The company’s strong expertise in
design and build of high-tech industrial
facilities was one of the main draws that
attracted her to the company.

Our Next Generation Engineers
Upon graduation, a group of young
engineers joined Exyte’s Gradutate

“I have really enjoyed and learnt a lot from the
program. The ﬁrst-hand experience in
managing projects and being able to work
alongside many of the best engineers in the
industry made the learning curve steep yet
extremely fruitful,” shared Yi Ning. She added
that the program was an eye opener for her
as she was able to participate in several
projects and be exposed to various
disciplines and functions right from day one.

Development Program in Mainland China,
Singapore and Taiwan. The program equips
these budding engineers with real-life
engineering and hands-on experience in
projects from their ﬁrst day on the job.

Lee Yi Ning, Graduate Engineer
Exyte Singapore

One such graduate engineer is Lee Yi Ning,
who joined Exyte Singapore in 2018 under the
Exyte Graduate Development Program.
Exyte’s reputable name in the local universities
did not make it a tough choice for the
graduate engineer when deciding on her ﬁrst

For the young and budding engineer, it was
important for her to gain the practical skills
and learn from experts in the ﬁeld. She
commented as the graduate program has
given her the opportunity to grow and also
learn from mentors from diﬀerent functions
who were always there to support her. “I am
glad I chose to begin my career with Exyte.”

Recruitment drive in tertiary institutions in China
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LTOOOKING
OUR FUTURE
Over the last 30 years, Exyte has grown from strength to
strength in Asia. However, we will not rest on our laurels.
Inspired by our history and looking forward into the future,
we will continue to leverage on our core strengths in the
areas of design, engineering and construction to build
technologically advanced facilities that power Asia’s
economy of tomorrow.
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Looking to Our Future

Building our Future
Together – 30 years
and beyond
For the last three decades, Exyte has been
building next generation technology facilities
that power the economic growth of Asia.
We enable breakthrough technological
advancements that improve people’s lives
and drive modern society.
Drawing upon our technical capabilities,
strong expertise and focus on innovation, we
have established ourselves as market leaders,
serving these business segments - Advanced
Technology Facilities, Life Sciences and
Chemicals and Data Centers.
Clients have come to trust and rely on us,
thanks to the unstinting eﬀorts and
commitment of our in-country and regional
teams who have continually delivered success
for our clients in the last 30 years.
With more than 60% of our employees in
engineering, project and construction
management, we are committed to support
and enable the success of our clients.

Expertise to Deliver
High-Tech Facilities
Our leadership position in the market can be
attributed to our specialized expertise in
controlled and regulated environments.
This is backed by over 50 years of experience
in building ultra-pure / clean air and
sophisticated production environments
that ensure manufacturing processes
are eﬃcient, cost eﬀective, clean,
environmentally friendly and safe.
Clients looking to achieve their technological
roadmaps know that they can depend on us
and the expertise we bring. With in-depth
understanding and knowledge of the
industries we operate in, our global network
of subject matter experts and technical
professionals are able to serve the needs
of clients in their local markets.
Working with our clients, our expert teams
bring to bear future-ﬁt technologies and
innovative solutions that are designed to
meet the needs of today and the growth
challenges of tomorrow.

Our Commitment:
Safety Every day for
Everyone
Nothing is more important to us than
ensuring the safety of everyone at the
workplace.
Safety is part of our organisation’s DNA and
culture. Our commitment to safety is deeply
ingrained in our practices and behavior. We
uphold our safety goal that everyone employees, subcontractors, suppliers and
clients alike - goes home safely, every day.

Looking to Our Future

Employees at one of our project sites in Singapore

Our People are Key to our Future Success
Our people are key in driving the business
success in Asia over the last 30 years. From
the enterprising pioneers who established our
presence in the region, to the professionals
and experts powering our technical know-how
in the facilities that we design and build, right
down to the individuals and teams who work
tirelessly in the background – we are here
today because of their outstanding eﬀorts.
All across the Asia region, our highly-skilled
and talented employees continue to
contribute to business excellence, for Exyte

and for our clients. Whether in the past,
present or future, the unwavering spirit of
teamwork and commitment to deliver only
the best will remain.

Employees in China

Employees at our APAC Townhall
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Exyte has enjoyed great success in its ﬁrst 30 years in Asia.
This could not have been possible without the support of our
employees, customers, partners and suppliers from across the region.
To our employees, Exyte thanks you for your contribution through the years.
Your commitment to our culture of excellence - in every thing you do - has helped to shape
the success the company enjoys today.
To our customers, partners and suppliers, Exyte thanks you for your trust and conﬁdence.
Your support through the years has helped the company grow from strength to strength.

We look forward to many good years together.

www.exyte.net

